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Abstract
We discuss twistor-like interpretation of the Sp(8) invariant formulation of 4d
massless fields in ten dimensional Lagrangian Grassmannian Sp(8)/P which is
the generalized space-time in this framework. The correspondence space C is
SpH(8)/PH where SpH(8) is the semidirect product of Sp(8) with Heisenberg
group HM and PH is some quasiparabolic subgroup of SpH(8). Spaces of func-
tions on Sp(8)/P and SpH(8)/PH consist of QP closed functions on Sp(8) and QPH
closed functions on SpH(8), where QP and QPH are canonical BRST operators of
P and PH. The space of functions on the generalized twistor space T identifies
with the SpH(8) Fock module. Although T cannot be realized as a homogeneous
space, we find a nonstandard SpH(8) invariant BRST operator Q (Q2 = 0) that
gives rise to an appropriate class of functions via the condition Qf = 0 equivalent to
the unfolded higher–spin equations. The proposed construction is manifestly Sp(8)
invariant, globally defined and coordinate independent. Its Minkowski analogue
gives a version of twistor theory with both types of chiral spinors treated on equal
footing. The extensions to the higher rank case with several Heisenberg groups and
to the complex case are considered. A relation with Riemann theta functions, that
are Q-closed, is discussed.
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1 Introduction
In [1] Fronsdal suggested that a set of massless fields of all spins in the four dimensional
space should possess a natural description in the Sp(8) invariant ten dimensional La-
grangian Grassmannian Sp(8|R)/P described by the diagram ×<• • • , that
results from crossing out the right node of the Dynkin diagram of Sp(8) thus indicating
which parabolic subgroup of Sp(8) should be chosen in the quotient space construction
[2]. The big cell of CMM = Sp(2M |R)/P we denote MM for any M . Local coordinates
of MM are real symmetric matrices X
AB = XBA (A,B, . . . = 1, . . .M). The conclusion
that 4d massless fields can be described in M4 was also reached in [3].
The dynamical equations inMM , that for M = 4 are equivalent to the field equations
for massless fields of all spins in the four dimensional Minkowski space, were obtained in
[4] by using so-called unfolded formulation of the massless field equations [5, 6, 7, 8](
∂
∂XAB
+ µ
∂2
∂Y A∂Y B
)
C(Y |X) = 0 , (1.1)
where Y A were treated as auxiliary commuting variables and µ is an arbitrary non-zero
parameter introduced for future convenience. It should be stressed that the infinite sys-
tems of 4d massless fields of all spins s = 0, 1, 2, . . . and s = 1/2, 3/2, . . . described by (1.1)
are particularly interesting as constituting fundamental multiplets of fields that appear
in the 4d nonlinear theories of higher-spin massless fields (see [9] and references therein).
The equations (1.1) express the first derivatives with respect to space-time coordinates
XAB in terms of the fields themselves. As such, they belong to the class of unfolded
partial differential equations that, more generally, express the exterior differential of a set
of differential forms in terms of exterior products of the differential forms themselves (for
more detail see Section 8). Such a first-order form of dynamical field equations can always
be achieved by introducing a (may be infinite) set of auxiliary fields which parametrize all
combinations of derivatives of the dynamical fields that remain unrestricted by the field
equations.
For example, in the system (1.1), the dynamical fields are
b(X) = C(0|X) (1.2)
and
fA(X) =
∂
∂Y A
C(Y |X)
∣∣∣
Y=0
. (1.3)
As a consequence of (1.1), they satisfy, respectively, the equations( ∂2
∂XAB∂XCD
−
∂2
∂XAC∂XBD
)
b(X) = 0 (1.4)
and
∂
∂XAB
fC(X)−
∂
∂XAC
fB(X) = 0 . (1.5)
All the fields
CA1...An(X) =
∂n
∂Y A1 . . . ∂Y An
C(Y |X)
∣∣∣
Y=0
, n > 1 (1.6)
are auxiliary, being expressed via higher X–derivatives of the dynamical fields by virtue
of the equations (1.1). In [4] it was shown that the equations (1.4) and (1.5) along with
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constraints that express the auxiliary fields via X–derivatives of the dynamical fields
exhaust the content of the unfolded system (1.1). That the equations (1.1) formulated in
the ten dimensional space-time still describe massless fields in four dimensions was also
shown in [4] using the unfolded dynamics approach.
The description of infinite towers of 4d massless fields inMM is compact, efficient and
have a number of remarkable properties. The related issues have been studied in a number
of papers [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22]. In our recent paper [22] the
form of the unfolded field equations for conserved higher-spin currents was worked out.
In particular, it was shown that the consistent formulation of currents requires extension
of the equations (1.1) to complex coordinates
ZAB = XAB + iXAB ≡ ReZAB + i ImZAB, (1.7)
YA = Y A + iYA ≡ ReYA + i ImYA. (1.8)
The real part of ZAB is identified with coordinates of the ten-dimensioned generalized
space-time XAB that contain in particular Minkowski coordinates. The imaginary part
XAB = ImZAB is required to be positive definite and was treated in [10] as a regulator
that makes the Gaussian integrals well-defined (i.e., physical quantities are obtained in
the limit XAB → 0; note, that the complex coordinates ZAB of [10] are related to ZAB
via ZAB = iZ
AB
). The space of coordinates ZAB forms the upper Siegel half-space HM
[23, 24, 25]. Evidently, −Z
AB
∈ HM provided that Z
AB ∈ HM , and vice versa.
In [22] it was shown that complex conjugated holomorphic and antiholomorphic in
HM solutions of the complexified equations (1.1) with µ = ±i~(
∂
∂ZAB
+ i ~
∂2
∂YA∂YB
)
C+(Y|Z) = 0 , (1.9)
(
∂
∂Z
AB
− i ~
∂2
∂Y
A
∂Y
B
)
C−(Y|Z) = 0 (1.10)
(
C+(Y|Z) = C−(Y|Z)
)
describe positive- and negative-frequency solutions of the mass-
less field equations. It should be noted that HM is a Sp(2M) invariant homogeneous
space Sp(2M |R)/U(M) [24]. A closely related intriguing and, most likely, important ob-
servation is that solutions of the positive-frequency unfolded equations (1.9) with ~ =
1
4pi
include Riemann theta-function [22]
C+(Y|Z) =
∑
nA∈ZM
exp i(piZABnAnB + 2pinCY
C) , (1.11)
which is the D-function for the subclass of solutions periodic in the auxiliary variables
YA. Indeed, Riemann theta-function is defined in the upper Siegel half-space HM and
Sp(2M |Z) plays the fundamental role in its theory [24, 25]. This observation raises the
question of the geometric interpretation of the variables YA on the same footing as ZAB.
This question drives us immediately to the twistor theory [2, 26, 27] (also see [28] and
references therein for its applications in N = 4 Yang-Mills and string theory). One of the
aims of this paper is to clarify the Sp(2M) invariant twistor construction which in some
important detail differs from the standard SU(2, 2) (i.e., 4d conformal) setup [26, 27],
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that corresponds to the case of M = 4. More generally, the original motivation for this
work was to elaborate a coordinate independent global description of massless fields in
Lagrangian Grassmannian.
In fact it is a folklore statement that there should be a deep relation between unfolded
dynamics and twistor theory, which, to the best of our knowledge, has been never clearly
spelled out so far. In this paper we discuss this correspondence in some more detail.
Indeed, in the problem of interest, it is self-suggestive that the variables Y
(
or Y
)
are
analogous to the twistor coordinates in the usual twistor theory. XAB
(
ZAB
)
are coor-
dinates of generalized (complexified) Minkowski space MM
(
HM
)
. Together, (XAB, Y A)(
(ZAB,YA)
)
are local coordinates of the correspondence space C. The unfolded field
equation should encode the integral Penrose transform. Indeed, generic solution of (1.1)
can locally be given in the form [4]
C(Y |X) = exp
(
−µXAB
∂2
∂Y A∂Y B
)
C(Y |0) , (1.12)
where the “initial data” C(Y |0) is an arbitrary function ofM variables Y A. Then, generic
solution of massless field equations (1.4) and (1.5) is determined by an arbitrary (unre-
stricted) function C(Y |0) on the twistor space T with local coordinates Y according to
(1.2) and (1.3). These steps should provide a Sp(2M) realization of a version of Penrose
transform, expressed by the diagram
@
@
@
@R
 
 
 
 	
C
M T ,
η ν
(1.13)
where M = Sp(2M)/P .
There is however important difference with the standard twistor description of massless
fields in usual (compactified) Minkowski space. Indeed, the reduction of the equation (1.1)
to Minkowski space is (
∂
∂Xαα′
+ µ
∂2
∂yα∂y¯α′
)
C(y|X) = 0 , (1.14)
where α, β . . . 1, 2 and α′, β ′ . . . 1, 2 are two-component indices with the convention that
A = (α, α′) and Y A = (yα, y¯α
′
). Apart from expressing auxiliary fields (i.e., those de-
pended both on yα and yα
′
) in terms of space-time derivatives of the (anti)holomorphic
fields, the equation (1.14) imposes the massless field equations on the latter
∂
∂y[α
∂
∂Xβ]α′
C(y, 0|X) = 0 ,
∂
∂y¯[α′
∂
∂Xαβ′]
C(0, y¯|X) = 0 (1.15)
and
C(0, 0|X) = 0 . (1.16)
The equation (1.14) is transformed to the first-order equation by a half-Fourier trans-
form with respect to y¯α
′
such that
∂
∂y¯α′
−→ ipiα′ . (1.17)
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In these terms the equation (1.14) for the Fourier transformed field C˜(y, pi|X) takes the
form (
∂
∂Xαα′
+ piα′
∂
∂yα
)
C˜(y, pi|X) = 0 (1.18)
with the appropriate choice of µ.
Since
C(y, y¯|X) =
∫
d2pi exp(ipiα′ y¯
α′)C˜(y, pi|X) ,
from (1.12) one has
C(y, y¯|X) =
∫
d2pi exp(ipiα′ y¯
α′) exp
(
−iµXαβ
′ ∂
∂yα
piβ′
)
C˜(y, pi|0) = (1.19)
=
∫
d2pi exp(ipiα′ y¯
α′)C˜(yα − iµXαβ
′
piβ′ , pi|0) .
At y = y¯ = 0 this formula reproduces the nonprojective version of the Penrose formula
for massless fields [26].
Since the Fourier transformed equation (1.18) is of first-order it can be interpreted as
the condition
JC = 0 (1.20)
for some vector field J on functions on the correspondence space. This effectively re-
duces functions on the correspondence space to those on the twistor space. The Fourier
transform (1.17) distinguishes between primed and unprimed spinors in the twistor con-
struction. Although somewhat ugly, this is standard in twistor theory. In the case of
sp(8) invariant equations this trick it is not possible. Indeed, even after a half-Fourier
transform at least some of the unfolded equations in MM contain second Y -derivatives,
∂2
∂yα∂yβ
or
∂2
∂yα′∂yβ′
.
Another important difference between the Sp(8) invariant construction of infinite sets
of higher-spin fields and the standard one used for particular massless fields is that in the
latter case the helicity group U(1) ⊂ Sp(8) distinguishes between different massless fields
(i.e., spins). The helicity generator is
H = yα
∂
∂yα
− y¯α
′ ∂
∂y¯α′
. (1.21)
The centralizer of H in sp(8) is u(2, 2) = su(2, 2) ⊕ u(1), where u(1) is generated by H.
Fields associated to a given spin have definite homogeneity
HC(Y ) = ±2 sC(Y ) . (1.22)
This means that the true coordinates appropriate for the description of a massless field
of definite helicity are of the projective space invariant under the action of H
yα −→ exp(iφ)yα , y¯α
′
−→ exp(−iφ)y¯α
′
, (1.23)
equivalent to
yα −→ exp(iφ)yα , piα′ −→ exp(iφ)piα′ . (1.24)
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In the case where all fields are involved, the condition (1.22) has to be relaxed. As a
result, (yα, piα
′
) become local (not homogeneous) coordinates of the appropriate twistor
space, as was realized by many authors (see e.g. [3]). This has two different consequences.
The relevant symmetry group G becomes not reductive and the twistor space becomes
noncompact. Simultaneously, the system becomes Sp(8) rather than SU(2, 2) symmetric.
In this paper we suggest a geometric realization of the diagram (1.13), that underlies
the Sp(8) invariant systems, as well as their Sp(2M) generalizations. The appropriate
construction results from the coset space SpH(2M)/P . Here SpH is a semidirect product
of Sp(2M) with the Heisenberg group HM with 2M noncentral elements (i.e., M pairs of
oscillators). As such it is not reductive. P is some quasiparabolic subgroup of SpH(2M).
To achieve a coordinate independent description we find it convenient to use the BRST
language. Namely, the quotient space can be effectively described by the invariance
condition
QP f = 0 , (1.25)
where QP is the canonical BRST operator of the group P . Indeed, for 0-forms f this
condition implies that f is constant on any orbit of P , i.e., it is a function on SpH(2M)/P .
Since QP is built from right vector fields of P on SpH(2M), it is globally defined on
SpH(2M). The key observation is that, in the local coordinates XAB and Y A, the first
term in Eq.(1.1) can be interpreted as the remaining right vector field JAB on Sp(2M)
while the second terms amounts to the bilinear combination JAJB of the remaining vector
fields on the Heisenberg group. We therefore look for a BRST operator Q constructed in
terms of SpH(2M) right Lie vector fields such thatQ2 = 0 and the conditionQf = 0 gives
an extension of the equation (1.1) to SpH(2M). The construction of this BRST operator
is the main result of this paper, which provides in particular the global description of the
system.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We start in Section 2 by recalling the
construction of Lagrangian Grassmannian as a quotient space. In Subsections 2.1 and 2.2,
we consider, respectively, the real and complex cases. In Subsection 2.2, the realization of
the complex Siegel space as an Sp(2M |R) orbit in the complex Lagrangian Grassmannian
is discussed. In Subsection 2.3, we recall the definition of real and complex Heisenberg
group and introduce higher rank Heisenberg extensions of Sp(2M |R) and Sp(2M |C) as
well as higher rank Fock-Siegel spaces. In Section 3, we recall some elementary facts
on BRST operators. In Section 4, higher rank nonstandard SpH(2M) invariant BRST
operators Qr are introduced. In Section 5, right invariant vector fields on SpHr(2M) are
presented. In Section 6, the higher–spin unfolded equations are obtained from Q1f = 0.
Analogously, in Section 7, the higher–spin current equations are obtained from Q2f = 0.
2 Homogeneous manifolds
2.1 Real Lagrangian Grassmannian
Let us recall the quotient space construction of Lagrangian Grassmannian. The group
Sp(2M |R) is constituted by real matrices
G =
(
aAB b
AD
cCB dC
D
)
(2.1)
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with M ×M blocks aAB , b
AB , cAB , dA
B that satisfy the relations
aACb
DC − aDCb
AC = 0, aACdB
C − bACcB C = δ
A
B , cBCdA
C − cACdB
C = 0 (2.2)
equivalent to the invariance condition AJAt = J for the symplectic form
J =
(
0 IAB
−IC
D 0
)
, (2.3)
where I is the unit M ×M matrix and At is a transposed matrix. Note, that from (2.2)
it follows that
G−1 =
(
a′AB b′AD
c′CB d′CD
)
=
(
dB
A −bDA
−cBC a
D
C
)
. (2.4)
Sp(2M |R) contains the following important subgroups. The Abelian subgroup of
translations T consists of the elements
t(X) =
(
I X
0 I
)
(2.5)
with various XAB = XBA. The product law in T is t(X)t(Y ) = t(X + Y ).
Analogously, the Abelian subgroup S of special conformal transformations is consti-
tuted by the matrices (2.1) with a = d = I, b = 0. The subgroup GL(M) of general-
ized Lorentz transformations SL(M) and dilatations consists of the matrices (2.1) with
b = c = 0 and aBCdA
C = δBA .
The parabolic subgroup P (R) of Sp(2M |R) relevant to our consideration is the closure
of S and GL(M), i.e.,
P 3 p =
(
a 0
c d
)
. (2.6)
It is a maximal parabolic subgroup. In notations of [2] it is depicted by the diagram
. . . ×<• • •• that results from crossing out the right node of the Dynkin
diagram of Sp(2M |R).
Lagrangian Grassmannian CMM is the homogeneous space
CMM = Sp(2M |R)/P (R) ,
i.e., it is constituted by the elements h ∈ Sp(2M |R) identified modulo the right action of
P (R)
h ∼ h1 = hp , h ∈ Sp(2M |R) , p ∈ P (R) .
Any G ∈ Sp(2M |R) with nondegenerate d (2.1) can be represented in the form
(
aAB b
AC
cDB dD
C
)
=
(
δAE X
AF
0 δD
F
) (
AEG 0
0 DF
H
) (
δGB 0
CHB δH
C
)
. (2.7)
This gives (
aAB b
AC
cDB dD
C
)
=
(
AAB +X
AFDF
GCGB X
AFDF
C
DD
GCGB DD
C
)
,
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where
AAB = (d
−1)BA , XAD = bACADC , CBA = cCBACA (2.8)
can be chosen as local coordinates on Sp(2M |R), where XBA = XAB and CBA = CAB by
virtue of the identities
− cBAd
−1
C
B + cBCd
−1
A
B = 0 , −bABd−1BC + bC Bd−1BA = 0,
which follow from (2.2) and (2.4). Note that DA
B = dA
B .
The big cell MM of CMM consists of the classes represented by elements t(X) of the
group of translations T. Sp(2M |R) acts in MM by the Mo¨bius transformation
X ′ = (AX +B)(CX +D)−1 ,
(
A B
C D
)
∈ Sp(2M |R). (2.9)
By virtue of (2.7) any element (2.1) of Sp(2M |R) with det|dAB| 6= 0 belongs to some
equivalence class associated to a point of MM . From (2.2), (2.6) it follows that d is
non-degenerate for any p ∈ P (R). As a result, the rank of the block d of a given element
g ∈ Sp(2M |R) (2.1) is the same for all gP . Let rank(g) = rank |d| ∀g ∈ CMM . rank(g)
characterizes different types of equivalence classes, i.e., different subsets of the compact-
ified space-time CMM . Those with rank(g) < M correspond to generalized conformal
infinity.
2.2 Complex Lagrangian Grassmannian and Siegel space
Complex Lagrangian Grassmannian CMCM = Sp(2M |C)/P (C) results from the analo-
gous construction for Sp(2M |C) and its complex parabolic subgroup P (C). Local coordi-
nates of CMCM will be denoted by Z. The Sp(2M |C) Mo¨bius transformation has the same
form (2.9)
Z ′ = (AZ +B)(CZ +D)−1 ,
(
A B
C D
)
∈ Sp(2M |C). (2.10)
Being invariant under Sp(2M |R) ⊂ Sp(2M |C), CMCM is not Sp(2M |R) homogeneous,
containing different orbits.
The following three orbits of Sp(2M |R) are of most interest for us:
I. CMM .
II. The upper Siegel half-space HM [23] of matrices Z
AB with positive definite ImZAB.
III. The lower Siegel half-space HM
− of matrices ZAB with negative definite ImZAB.
Note, that both HM and HM
− can be realized as Sp(2M |R)/U(M) [23, 24, 25].
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2.3 Heisenberg extension
The (2M + 1)−dimensional Heisenberg group HM = R
M × RM × R1 constituted by
F = {f , u} f = yA , wB A, B = 1, ...,M (2.11)
has the product law
F1 ◦ F2 = {f1 + f2 , u1 + u2 − (f1 , f2)} ,
where ( , ) is the symplectic form
(f1 , f2) = y1
A w2A − y2
A w1A = −(f2 , f1) , A = 1, . . . ,M. (2.12)
The Heisenberg group HM(R) contains two quasiparabolic subgroups H
±
M(R)
H− = { 0 , wA , u}, H+ = {yA , 0 , u}. (2.13)
The respective quotient spaces HM /H
± are R± ∼ RM . Note that the appropriate spaces
of functions on R± form Fock spaces. Complexification of this construction is straightfor-
ward, HM(C) = C
M × CM × C1, etc.
Sp(2M |R)
(
Sp(2M |C)
)
acts canonically on HM
(
HM(C)
)
which is the manifestation
of the standard fact that Sp(2M) possesses the oscillator realization (see e.g. [29]). This
makes it possible to introduce a semi-direct product SpH(2M) = Sp(2M) ⊂×HM
SpH(2M) : G = {G , F} , G ∈ Sp(2M), F = {f , u} ∈ HM (2.14)
with the product law
G1 ◦ G2 = {G1G2 , f1 + G1f2 , u1 + u2 − (f1 , G1f2)} ,
where ( , ) is the symplectic form (2.12) and
Gf =
(
aAB b
AD
cCB dC
D
)(
yB
wD
)
=
(
aABy
B + bADwD
cCBy
B + dC
DwD
)
, G ∈ Sp(2M), f = (yA, wB) ∈ HM .
Analogously, over any field A and for any natural r we introduce a rank r Heisenberg
extensions SpHr(2M |A) as
SpHr(2M |A) = Sp(2M |A) ⊂×HM(A)× · · · ×HM(A)︸ ︷︷ ︸
r
. (2.15)
Note, that SpH1(2M) ≡ SpH(2M). When it does not lead to misunderstandings, we will
use shorthand notation like SpH instead of SpH(2M |R) or SpH(2M |C) and PH instead
of PH(2M |R) or PH(2M |C) etc.
Consider the lower quasiparabolic subgroup PH(2M |R) = P ⊂×H− ⊂ SpH(2M |R)
PH(2M |R) =
{ (
pAB 0
pCB pC
D
)
, 0 , pA , p
}
.
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Local coordinates on SpH/PH can be chosen as
XAB , Y A = yA − wBX
AB. (2.16)
Analogously we define SpHr/PHr with local coordinates X
AB and Y1
A, . . . , Yr
A , and
their complexifications with local coordinates ZAB and Y1
A, . . . ,Yr
A .
The orbit of Sp(2M |R) in SpH(2M |C)/PH(2M |C) with positive definite ImZAB is
the upper Fock-Siegel space CM ×HM introduced in [22]. The orbit with negative definite
ImZAB is the lower Fock-Siegel space CM ×H−M . Consider a space U of functions
1 C(G)
on SpH/PH valued in a one dimensional PH(2M |R)-module V . Following standard
induced module construction, require
C(G ◦ P) = det γ
(
pAB
)
exp(−i
1
2
~p)C(G), G ∈ SpH/PH, P ∈ PH, (2.17)
where the generalized conformal weight γ and Plank constant ~ are arbitrary parameters
that characterize V . The space U forms a left SpH(2M |R)-module with the transforma-
tion law
C(G)−→CG(G) = C(G ◦ G) , G ∈ SpH(2M |R).
In local coordinates X, Y (2.16) for G of the form (2.1) one obtains,
CG(Y |X) = det
−γ |cX + d| exp(−
1
2
i~Y ′ AY BcAB)C(Y ′|X ′) , (2.18)
where
X ′ = (aX + b)(cX + d)−1 , Y ′ = (cX + d)−1Y .
For γ =
1
2
, (2.18) is the Sp(2M) transformation law for solutions of the equations (1.1)
with µ = i
2~
, infinitesimal form of which was obtained in [10]. This suggests that it
should be possible to impose the equation (1.1) in a manifestly Sp(2M)−invariant and
coordinate independent way. This will be achieved in Section 4 using BRST technics.
Analogously, the space of complex functions f(G) on the upper Fock-Siegel space
CM × HM ⊂ SpH(2M |C)/PH(2M |C) valued in a one dimensional PH(2M |C) module
subjected to (2.17) forms a SpH(2M)-module under the group action (2.18). For G ∈
Sp(2M |R) of the form (2.1) one obtains in local coordinates Z, Y
CG(Y|Z) = C(Y
′|Z ′) det −γ|cZ + d| exp(−i
1
2
~Y ′ AYBcAB) , (2.19)
where
Z ′ = (aZ + b)(cZ + d)−1 , Y ′ = (cZ + d)−1Y . (2.20)
This formula with γ = 1
2
is in agrement with the fact that Riemann theta functions solve
the complexified unfolded higher–spin field equations (1.1) with µ =
i
4pi
.
1Using this abused terminology to simplify the presentation, we assume that functions should be
substituted by appropriate sections of fiber bundles whenever necessary.
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3 Canonical BRST operator
Any Lie group G possesses two mutually commuting sets of left and right Lie vector fields
J lB and J
r
A (B , A = 1, 2, . . . , dimG), each forming Lie algebra g of G
[JrA , J
r
B] = fAB
EJrE , [J
l
A , J
l
B] = fAB
EJ lE , [J
r
A , J
l
B] = 0 .
Let IrA be a subset of J
r
A that corresponds to some subgroup B ⊂ G. The space of
functions on G/B identifies with the space of functions on G that satisfy
IrAF (G) = 0 . (3.1)
The algebra Lie g acts on solutions of (3.1) by the left Lie vector fields J lD.
An important extension of (3.1) to the induced modules construction is
(IrA + TA)F (G) = 0 , (3.2)
where F (G) is valued in some B-module V and TA provide a representation of the Lie
algebra b of B on V ,
[TA , TB] = fAB
CTC , [J
r
B , TA] = 0 , [J
l
B , TA] = 0 . (3.3)
In what follows we will be interested in the particular case of this construction with a one
dimensional B–module V . In this case, F (G) is still valued in R or C and TA is given by
some constants associated to central elements of the grade zero part of b.
A useful way to impose the condition (3.2) is by introducing a canonical BRST
(Chevalley-Eilenberg) operator
Q = cA(IrA + TA)−
1
2
cAcBbCfAB
C , Q2 = 0 , (3.4)
where the ghosts cA and bA obey the Clifford anticommutation relations
{cA , bB} = δ
A
B , {c
A , cB} = 0 , {bA , bB} = 0 . (3.5)
The equation (3.2) results from the restriction to the sector of c–independent F (G) of the
condition
QF (G, c) = 0 , (3.6)
where bA is realized as
bA =
∂
∂cA
. (3.7)
The BRST construction provides the extension of the equation (3.2) to the case of F (G, c)
that belongs to the Clifford-Fock module generated from the vacuum that satisfies bA|0〉 =
0. This extension is expected to have useful applications in the context of the so-called
σ− cohomology in the unfolded dynamics approach [30] (see also [4, 15] and [31] for a
review) as well as for the analysis of conserved charges by BRST methods.
The standard twistor theory diagram relates three objects: the correspondence space
C, space-time M and twistor space T. In the standard twistor theory all of them are
homogeneous spaces. In the model of interest this is not quite the case. Although the
spaces C and M indeed allow the quotient space realization with
C = SpH(2M |C)/PH(C) , M = CMCM = SpH(2M |C)/
(
P (C) ⊂×HM(C)
)
, (3.8)
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this is not so for the twistor space T that should have Y A as local coordinates. Indeed, it
is not hard to see that no appropriate Sp(2M) homogeneous space with local coordinates
Y A exists. The point is that the realization of Sp(2M) on functions of the coordinates Y A,
that can be read of the equation (1.1) is given by a second-order differential operator that
cannot result from a first-order vector field. It turns out however that appropriate spaces
of functions on all three spaces C, M and T can be described by the BRST conditions
Qf = 0. In the cases of C and M the QPH and QP⊂×H are canonical for the groups PH
and P ⊂×HM , respectively.
Namely, according to (3.4),
QPH = c
A
B(J
B
A + γδ
B
A) + cABJ
AB + c(J − ν) + cAJ
A (3.9)
+cABc
B
Cb
C
A − 2c
A
BcACb
BC − cA
BcBb
A ,
where
JAB , J
AB , JAB , J
A , JA , J (3.10)
are the right vector fields of SpH , while constants ν and γ characterize the induced
PH-module in question. The operator QP⊂×H is
QP⊂×H = cAB(JBA + γδBA) + cABJAB + cJ + cAJA + cAJA (3.11)
+cABc
B
Cb
C
A − 2c
A
BcACb
BC − cA
BcBb
A + cAcAb+ cABc
AbB + cA
BcAbB.
The both are nilpotent,
Q2P⊂×H = Q
2
PH = 0 ,
as a consequence of the (anti)commutation relations
[JAB , J
C
E ] = δ
C
BJ
A
E − δ
A
EJ
C
B ,
[JAB , J
CE] = δCBJ
AE + δEBJ
AC ,
[JAB , JCE] = −δ
A
CJBE − δ
A
EJBC , (3.12)
[JAB , J
CE] = δCAJ
E
B + δ
C
BJ
E
A + δ
E
AJ
C
B + δ
E
BJ
C
A ,
[JAB , J
C ] = δCBJ
A , [JAB , JC ] = −δ
A
CJB ,
[JAB , J
C ] = δCBJA + δ
C
AJB , [J
AB , JC ] = −δ
B
CJ
A − δBCJ
B , (3.13)
[JA , J
B] = δBAJ
and
{cAB , bCE} =
1
2
(δAEδ
B
C + δ
B
E δ
A
C) , {cAB , b
CE} =
1
2
(δEAδ
C
B + δ
E
Bδ
C
A) ,
{cAB , b
C
E} = δ
A
Eδ
C
B , {c
A , bC} = δ
A
B, {cA , b
C} = δBA , {c , b} = 1.
(Other (anti)commutation relations are zero.)
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4 Nonstandard BRST operator
The main observation of this paper is that there exists a nonstandard BRST operator
Q that is built from the right Lie vector fields and supplements the quotient conditions
(3.6) with the equations (1.1). Since left Lie vector fields commute to the right ones, the
resulting equations are manifestly invariant under the left action of g at any point of G.
Hence this construction is G invariant and coordinate independent.
Q has the form
Q = QPH +4Q . (4.1)
Here QPH is the standard BRST operator (3.9) of the parabolic subalgebra which reduces
SpH to the correspondence space. The additional part
4Q = cAB(JAB−ν
−1JAJB)+2cABcBCbAC−4cABcBCbCA−2ν−1cABcABb+ (4.2)
+2ν−1cABcBbJA− 4ν−1cACcCBcAbbB + 4ν−1cBCcBAbAJC − 4ν−1cBCcBAcCEbEbA .
takes care of the coordinates XAB, ensuring that the space T has local coordinates Y A.
The main result of this paper is that Q2 = 0 provided that the generalized conformal
weight is
γ =
1
2
. (4.3)
To explain our construction, let us first consider the compatibility of the conditions
PAf = 0 for the set of operators
PA : P
A
B=J
A
B+γδ
A
B, P
AB=JAB, PA=JA, P =J − ν, PAB=JAB + κJAJB,(4.4)
where γ, ν and κ are free parameters to be determined. Namely, we demand that the
operators PA (4.4) form a “closed algebra”
[PA, PB] = φCABPC (4.5)
with some “structure functions” φCAB that may depend on the vector fields J .
Using (3.12) and (3.13) it is easy to see that the only commutation relations that do
not obey (4.5) for generic values of the parameters γ, ν and κ are
[PAB, P
C ] = κ(δCAJB + δ
C
BJA)(κ
−1 + ν + P ) ,
[PAB, P
DF ] = δDAPB
F + δDBPA
F + δFAPB
D + δFBPA
D − κ(δDA δB
F + δDB δA
F )P
+ κ(δDAJBP
F + δDBJAP
F + δFAJBP
D + δFBJAP
D)
− (2γ + κν)(δDA δB
F + δDB δA
F ) .
Hence, PA obey (4.5) at the condition (4.3) along with
κ = −ν−1 . (4.6)
In this case, the nonzero commutation relations between PA take the form
[PAB, P
DF ] = δDAPB
F + δDBPA
F + δFAPB
D + δFBPA
D + ν−1(δDA δB
F + δDB δA
F )P
−ν−1(δDAJB + δ
D
BJA)P
F − ν−1(δFAJB + δ
F
BJA)P
D ,
[PAB , P
C
E ] = δ
C
BP
A
E − δ
A
EP
C
B ,
[PAB , P
CE] = δCBP
AE + δEBP
AC ,
[PAB, P
D
C ] = δ
D
APBC + δ
D
BPAC , (4.7)
[PAB, P
C ] = −ν−1(δCAJB + δ
C
BJA)P,
[PAB, P
D] = δDBP
A .
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Since some of the right hand sides of the relations (4.7) contain products of J and
P , that do not commute according to (4.4) , (3.12) and (3.13), the relations (4.7) form a
nonlinear algebra. Naively, one might think that ν−1 is a deformation parameter, which
describes the nonlinear algebra (4.7) as a deformation of a Lie algebra at ν−1 = 0. This
is not true, however, because of the relation
[JA, P
B] = δBA(P + ν) ,
that has to be used in the consistency check. The terms, that differ the relations (4.7)
from a Lie algebra, include all ν-dependent terms along with the ν-independent right-
hand side of the last of the relations (4.7). On the other hand, at ν−1 = 0, the operators
PAB, P
AB, PAB and P form a Lie algebra sp(2M) ⊕ u(1). This implies that the BRST
operator
Qsp = c
A
BP
B
A + c
ABPAB + cABP
AB + cP + (4.8)
+ cABc
B
Cb
C
A − 2c
A
BcACb
BC + 2cABc
BCbAC − 4c
ABcBCb
C
A
squares to zero at ν−1 = 0, which observation simplifies the computation of Q2 sketched
below.
That PA satisfy (4.5) allows us to look for a nilpotent operator of the form
Q = cAPA −
1
2
∑
n>0
φB1...BnA1...AnAn+1(J) c
A1 . . . cAncAn+1 bB1 . . . bBn , (4.9)
where φCAB are the “structure functions” of (4.5). The higher structure functions that
enter the terms of higher orders in ghost fields can appear in the case of field-dependent
φCAB as was first found in the Hamiltonian analysis of supergravity [32]. A general analysis
for classical Hamiltonian systems was given in [33]. The extension to the quantum case
of associative algebras, which is of interest for us here, was considered in [34].
The Jacobi identity expresses the identity [Q0 , Q
2
0] = 0 for Q0 = c
APA. In the case of
a field-dependent structure function φCAB it has the form(
cAcBcC[PC , φDAB] + c
AcBcCφEAB φ
D
CE
)
PD = 0 . (4.10)
Differently from the case of constant φCAB, the condition (4.10) does not imply that the
expression in brackets is zero. Instead, it imposes a weaker condition
cAcBcC
(
[PC , φDAB] + φ
E
AB φ
D
CE + 2φ
DE
ABCPE + φ
FE
ABCφ
D
FE
)
= 0 , (4.11)
where φDEABC = −φ
ED
ABC are some new structure coefficients that, in turn, should be deter-
mined from (4.11). Indeed, one can see that (4.10) follows from (4.11). Provided that
(4.10) is true, the operator
Q = Q0 +Q1 +Q2 ,
where
Q0 = c
APA , Q1 = −
1
2
cAcBφCABbC , Q2 = −
1
2
cAcBcCφDFABCbDbF ,
is nilpotent up to the terms Q2 = O(c4b2) . Generally, these terms are compensated by
the terms with higher structure coefficients in (4.9). Fortunately, in the case of interest,
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the terms of higher orders in c and b in Q (4.9) are not needed because the c4b2-type
terms cancel out.
To check nilpotency of Q, one starts with Q0 + Q1 that accounts for all terms linear
and quadratic in cA
Q0 +Q1 = Qsp + cAP
A − cA
BcBb
A − 2ν−1cABcABb + 4ν−1cACcABbBJC + 2ν−1cABcBbJA ,
where Qsp is given in (4.8). Taking into account that Q
2
sp only contains terms that are
zero at ν−1 = 0, it is not hard to obtain
(Q0 +Q1)
2 = 4ν−1cABcAC(−cCbPB − 2cCDbDPB + cCbBP ) .
These terms are cancelled by
Q2 = −4ν
−1(cABcBCcAbbC + cACcAEcCBbEbB) .
Namely,
{Q0 +Q1, Q2} = −(Q0 +Q1)
2 ,
and
(Q2)
2 = (4ν)−2cDEcDF cFAcABcBCbEbCb = 0
because the tensor FEC = cDEc
DF cFAc
ABcBC is symmetric in the indices E and C.
Let us comment on the relation of our construction with the BRST operators that
follow from the constraint algebra of twistor particle models considered for example in
[35, 36, 37, 3, 4]. Roughly speaking, the latter correspond to the first term of the operator
(4.2) i.e., to those terms that only contain the ghost cAB. The extension to its Heisenberg
algebra counterpart was discussed in [38]. Reductions of Q of this type trivially square to
zero. Usually such operators are given in particular coordinates like XAB and Y A. The
operator Q constructed in this paper extends this construction in two important respects.
Firstly, it extends the construction to full Sp(2M). This in particular determines the
generalized Sp(2M) conformal weight γ of the massless fields in MM . Secondly, it is
formulated in a coordinate-independent way and is globally defined thus giving rise to the
coordinate independent version of Sp(2M) invariant unfolded equations (1.1). Indeed, to
work in any coordinate system it suffices to substitute the corresponding expressions for
the right Lie vector fields into Q.
Otherwise the proposed BRST operator differs from most versions of the BRST con-
structions used in higher–spin theory (see e.g. [39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45] and references
therein). In our approach, we do not introduce ad hoc any auxiliary space and constraints
to guess a BRST operator that gives rise to appropriate dynamics, working directly in
terms of the symmetry group and its Lie vector fields, that makes the setting manifestly
symmetric, coordinate independent and globally defined. Let us stress that it is impossi-
ble to introduce a deformation parameter into Q to treat it as a deformation of a BRST
operator associated to some Lie algebra. (Note that there is some similarity with the
BRST description of higher spins in AdS background [40], where however, the BRST
operator is a deformation of the standard one in Minkowski space.)
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The generalization of Q (4.1) to the case of the rank r quasiparabolic subgroup
P ⊂×HM
− × · · · ×HM−︸ ︷︷ ︸
r
is straightforward
Qr = c
A
BP
B
A + cADP
AD + cABPAB +
r∑
j=1
(
cjP j + cjAP j
A
)
+cABc
B
Cb
C
A − 2c
A
BcACb
BC + 2cABc
BCbAC − 4c
ABcBCb
C
A
−
r∑
j=1
cA
BcjBbj
A +
r∑
j=1
ν−1j
(
2cABcABbj+2c
ABcjBbjJjA + 4c
ABcACbj
CJjB
−4cABcBCcjAbjbj
C − 4cABcACcBEbj
Cbj
E
)
,
where
PA : PAB = JAB + γrδAB, PDB = JDB, PAi = J
A
i , Pi = Ji − νi
PAB = JAB +
r∑
i=1
κiJiAJiB (4.12)
and
κi = −νi
−1 , γr =
r
2
. (4.13)
Nonzero anticommutation relations of the Clifford ghosts are
{cj
A , bkB} = δ
A
Bδjk , {cjA , bk
B} = δBAδjk , {cj , bk} = δjk .
One can make sure that
(
Qr
)2
= 0. Indeed, using that [JiB, Jj
D] = 0 at i 6= j , it is easy
to see that operators (4.12) form a “closed algebra” with nonzero commutation relations
[PAB , P
C
E ] = δ
C
BP
A
E − δ
A
EP
C
B ,
[PAB , P
CE] = δCBP
AE + δEBP
AC ,
[PAB, P
DF ] = δDAPB
F + δDBPA
F + δFAPB
D + δFBPA
D +
∑
j
ν−1j Pj(δ
D
A δB
F + δDB δA
F )
−
∑
j
ν−1j (δ
D
AJjBJj
F + δDBJjAJj
F + δFAJjBJj
D + δFBJjAJj
D) ,
[PAB, P
D
C ] = δ
D
APBC + δ
D
APAC
[PAB, P
C
j ] = (δ
C
AJjB + δ
C
BJjA)Pj ,
[PAB , P
D
j ] = δ
D
BP
A
j .
provided that (4.13) is true. The rest of the analysis is identical to the case of rank one.
5 Vector fields on SpH(2M)
5.1 Rank 1
To make the equations explicit in one or another coordinate system, a concrete realiza-
tion of the right Lie vector fields is needed. Straightforward computation in the local
coordinates
AB
B , XAB , CAB , y
A , wA , u (5.1)
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of SpH(2M |R) gives
JAB = −2A
E
AA
D
B
∂
∂XDE
+ 2AE(BCA)D
∂
∂AED
+ 2CADCBE
∂
∂CDE
, (5.2)
JAB = 2
∂
∂CAB
,
JA
B = −2CAC
∂
∂CBC
−ACA
∂
∂ACB
,
JC = DB
C
(
XBA
∂
∂yA
+
∂
∂wB
+
(
− yB + wAX
BA
) ∂
∂u
)
, (5.3)
JA = −A
B
A
( ∂
∂yB
+ wB
∂
∂u
)
− CABJ
B,
J = 2
∂
∂u
.
5.2 Rank r
SpHr(2M) right vector fields consist of the Sp(2M) right vector fields (5.2) and r mutually
commutative copies of the vector fields (5.3)
Jj
C = DD
C
(
XDA
∂
∂yjA
+
∂
∂wjD
+
(
− yj
D + wjAX
DA
) ∂
∂uj
)
, (5.4)
JjA = −A
D
A
( ∂
∂yjD
+ wjD
∂
∂uj
)
− CAFJj
F ,
Jj = 2
∂
∂uj
,
where j = 1, ..., r.
Let us consider more closely the case of rank two, that will be used in Section 7 to
construct Sp(2M) invariant current equations. Introducing
J± =
1
2
(J1 ± J2), y± = y1 ± y2, w± = (w1 ± w2), u± = (u1 ± u2),
we obtain from (5.4)
J−C = DDC
( ∂
∂w−D
+XDA
∂
∂y−A
−
1
2
Y+
D ∂
∂u−
−
1
2
Y−D
∂
∂u+
)
, (5.5)
J−A = −ADA
( ∂
∂y−D
+
1
2
w−D
∂
∂u+
+
1
2
w+D
∂
∂u−
)
− CAFJ−F ,
J− = 2
∂
∂u−
,
J+
C = DD
C
( ∂
∂w+D
+XDA
∂
∂y+A
−
1
2
Y+
D ∂
∂u+
−
1
2
Y−D
∂
∂u−
)
, (5.6)
J+A = −A
D
A
( ∂
∂y+D
+
1
2
w+D
∂
∂u+
+
1
2
w−D
∂
∂u−
)
− CADJ+
D,
J+ = 2
∂
∂u+
,
where Y±D = y±D − w±AXDA .
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6 BRST operator and unfolded equations
Let f be a function on SpH/PH, independent of the Clifford elements c and b. Let Q be
the BRST operator (4.1). Then the condition
Qf = 0 (6.1)
implies
(JBA +
1
2
δBA)f = 0, (6.2)
JFDf = 0, (6.3)
(J − ν)f = 0, (6.4)
JRf = 0, (6.5)
(JAB − ν
−1JAJB)f = 0. (6.6)
Substituting (5.2) and (5.3) into (6.2)-(6.5) we obtain(
−ACB
∂
∂ACD
+
1
2
δDB
)
f = 0 , (6.7)
∂
∂CAB
f = 0 , (6.8)(
− 2
∂
∂u
+ ν
)
f = 0 , (6.9)( ∂
∂wA
+XBA
∂
∂yB
+
(
− yA + wBX
BA
) ∂
∂u
)
f = 0 . (6.10)
Note, that Eqs. (6.7)-(6.10), that correspond to the subgroup PH ⊂ SpH , are first order
differential equations with respect to A, C, u and w, respectively, thus, reconstructing the
dependence on the coordinates of PH. Hence we can set w = 0 , C = 0 in (6.6).
Substituting (5.2),(5.3),(6.8) and (6.9) into (6.6) and taking into account (6.5) , we
obtain at w = 0 , C = 0 in local coordinates X, Y (2.16)( ∂
∂XAB
+
1
2
ν−1
∂
∂Y A
∂
∂Y B
)
f = 0 , (6.11)
which is Eq.(1.1) at µ = 1
2
ν−1.
Since by virtue of (3.13) and (6.4) [JA , J
B] = νδBA , we set
ν = −i~. (6.12)(
Note that the normalization of (1.9) results from (6.11) via the rescaling Y A → 1√
2~
Y A.
)
Since Eq.(6.11) is of first order in XAB, it reconstructs the dependence on X, i.e.,
solutions of (6.1) are parametrized by functions f(Y ) on the twistor space.
General solution of (6.1) is
f = det(A)
1
2 exp
(1
2
ν
(
u+ wBY
B
))
f0(Y |X), (6.13)
where f0(Y |X) is any solution of (6.11) .
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Proceeding analogously with complex vector fields on SpH(2M |C), we obtain complex
unfolded equations ( ∂
∂ZAB
+
1
2
ν−1
∂
∂YA
∂
∂YB
)
f = 0 . (6.14)
As mentioned in Section 2, a natural complexification of generalized space-time MM
is the upper Fock-Siegel space CM × HM ⊂ SpH(2M |C)/PH(2M |C). For Z = Z ∈ HM
Eqs. (6.14) coincide with the field equations for massless fields in the Fock-Siegel space
obtained in [22] up to a coefficient in front of the second term.
7 Rank 2 BRST operator and current equations
sp(2M |R) invariant current equations introduced in [22] to formulate HS charge conser-
vation in MM have the form(
∂
∂ZAB
+ ~W(A
∂
∂Y B)
)
F = 0 . (7.1)
Let us explain how they result from the nonstandard BRST operator construction. Using
the rank r BRST operator (4.12) for r = 2 one can write the current equations in the
coordinate independent SpH(2M) invariant form.
Setting ν1 = ν and ν2 = −ν and using notations c± = c1 ± c2 and J± = 12(J1 ± J2) we
obtain
Q2
∣∣
b=0
= cAB(J
B
A + δ
B
A) + c
AB(JAB − 4ν
−1J+AJ−B) + cABJAB + (7.2)
+c+J+ + c−(J− − ν) + c+AJ+
A + c−AJ−
A.
So, for a rank 2 field F (A, C, X, y±, w±, u±) independent of the Clifford elements c± and
b±, the condition
Q2F = 0
implies
J+F = 0 , (7.3)
(J− − ν)F = 0 , (7.4)
(JBA + δ
B
A)F = 0 , (7.5)
JABF = 0 , (7.6)
J+
AF = 0 , (7.7)
J−AF = 0 , (7.8)
(JAB − 4ν
−1J−(BJ+A))F = 0 . (7.9)
Substituting the expressions (5.2), (5.5) and (5.6) to (7.3)-(7.6) we obtain
∂
∂u+
F = 0, (7.10)( ∂
∂u−
−
1
2
ν
)
F = 0, (7.11)(
ACA
∂
∂ACB
− δBA
)
F = 0, (7.12)
2
∂
∂CAB
F = 0. (7.13)
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By virtue of (7.13) we can set C = 0. So, using (7.10) we obtain from (7.7) and (7.8)( ∂
∂w+D
+XDA
∂
∂y+A
+
1
4
ν Y−D
)
F = 0, (7.14)( ∂
∂w−A
+XAB
∂
∂y−B
+
1
4
ν Y+
A
)
F = 0. (7.15)
Since the equations (7.15), (7.14) reconstruct the dependence on w±, we can set w± = 0
in (7.9), whence by virtue of (7.13), (7.10), (5.5) and (5.6) we have( ∂
∂XAB
+ 2ν−1
∂
∂Y−(B
∂
∂Y+A)
)
F = 0 . (7.16)
Setting
∂
∂W+
= Y− W+ = −
∂
∂Y−
,
which substitution is analogous to the Fourier transform (1.17), we obtain from (7.16)( ∂
∂XAB
− 2ν−1 W+(B
∂
∂Y+A)
)
F = 0 . (7.17)
Analogously for the complex version of the vector fields (5.2), (5.5) and (5.6) we obtain( ∂
∂ZAB
− 2ν−1 W+(B
∂
∂Y+A)
)
F = 0 . (7.18)
Up to notations and coefficients this gives the current equations (7.1).
8 Unfolded dynamics and twistors
In this section we touch very briefly some general aspects of the analogy between the
unfolded dynamics approach and twistors.
Let Md be a d dimensional manifold with coordinates xn (n = 0, 1, . . . d − 1). By
unfolded formulation of a linear or nonlinear system of differential equations in Md we
mean its equivalent reformulation in the first-order form
dWΦ(x) = GΦ(W (x)) , (8.1)
where d = dxn
∂
∂xn
is the exterior differential on Md, WΦ(x) is a set of degree pΦ-
differential forms and GΦ(W ) is some degree pΦ + 1 function of the differential forms
WΦ
GΦ(W ) =
∞∑
n=1
fΦΩ1...ΩnW
Ω1 ∧ . . . ∧WΩn ,
where the coefficients fΦΩ1...Ωn satisfy the (anti)symmetry condition f
Φ
Ω1...ΩkΩk+1...Ωn =
(−1)pΩk+1pΩkfΦΩ1...Ωk+1Ωk...Ωn (extension to the supersymmetric case with an additional
boson-fermion grading is straightforward) and GΦ satisfies the condition
GΩ(W ) ∧
∂GΦ(W )
∂WΩ
= 0 (8.2)
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(the derivative ∂
∂WΩ
is left) equivalent to the generalized Jacobi identity on the structure
coefficients
m∑
n=0
(n+ 1)fΛ[Φ1...Φm−n+1f
Φ
ΛΦm−n...Φm} = 0 , (8.3)
where the brackets [ } denote appropriate (anti)symmetrization of indices Φi. Given so-
lution of (8.3) it defines a free differential algebra [46, 47].
This method of describing dynamical systems was originally proposed in [5, 6] where it
was applied to the analysis of free and interacting massless gauge fields in four dimensional
anti-de Sitter space. The name unfolded formulation was given somewhat later [7]. The
method turned out to be very efficient and was further developed in a number of papers
(see e.g. [8, 31, 21, 48] for recent discussions).
Let us note that, to some extent, unfolded formulation is analogous to the Cartan
prolongation approach with the important difference however that it is extended to dy-
namical fields that are differential forms. This is crucial in several respects. In particular,
in this approach geometry is described by differential forms via vielbein one form (ladder
form) and Lorentz connection. The same time, differential forms are gauge fields anal-
ogous to vector potential in spin one Maxwell-Yang-Mills theory or vielbein in spin two
gravity theory. The presence of gauge fields is crucial for interacting (i.e., nonlinear) theo-
ries. In addition, the exterior algebra formalism makes the unfolded equations coordinate
independent and manifestly gauge invariant (in the latter case provided that the system
is universal [8, 31]. Note that in this case the unfolded system amounts [8, 29] to some
L∞ algebra [49]).
An important property of the unfolded dynamics is that, in the topologically trivial
situation, degrees of freedom are concentrated in zero-forms ωi0(x0) at any x = x0. This
is a consequence of the Poincare’ lemma: the unfolded equations express all exterior
derivatives in terms of the values of fields themselves modulo exact forms that can be
gauged away by the gauge transformations. Locally, what is left is the “constant part” of
the zero-forms.
This simple observation has a consequence that, to describe a system with an infinite
number of degrees of freedom like a massless field, it is necessary to work with an infinite
set of zero-forms that form an infinite dimensional module of the space-time symmetry
g (g = sp(8), su(2, 2), iso(1, 3) etc). In fact, the module carried by zero-forms turns out
to be dual (complex equivalent) to the space of single-particle states in the respective
quantum field theory [4] which is the theory of massless fields of all spins in the case of
most interest in this paper.
Usually, infinite sets of zero-forms are realized as a space of functions on some auxiliary
space T a` la (1.6). Particular examples are provided by the “generalized Weyl tensors”
C(Y |X) or C(y, y¯|x) discussed in Section 1. In the gauge theory of higher-spin fields they
describe gauge invariant field strengths built from gauge connection one-forms (for more
detail see [21] and references therein).
T is an analogue of the twistor space in twistor theory. The most important difference
with twistor theory is that, in the unfolded dynamics approach, the symmetry G is not
necessarily geometrically realized in T (i.e., by vector fields at the infinitesimal level).
Typically, T is realized as a Fock module where G acts via embedding into the Weyl
algebra of oscillators. In particular, G = Sp(8) acts just this way in T. This usually leads
to the appearance of operators nonlinear in the annihilation operators (i.e., ∂
∂Y A
in our
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case) that act by higher-order differential operators hence driving us away from the usual
twistor setup.
In general, two types of models may appear upon unfolding. The effective type is
that where the forms WΛ in the unfolded dynamics turn out to be unrestricted in the
twistor space T, or restricted by simple homogeneity conditions, eventually implying that
T is a projective space as is the case if one considers a field of definite spin like in the
standard twistor theory. The ineffective type is that where the 0-forms responsible for
local degrees of freedom are not arbitrary in an appropriate space T being themselves
described as solutions of differential conditions in T that may be as complicated as the
original field equations.
In the effective case the unfolded field equations map arbitrary functions on T to
solutions of the field equations on space-time M, thus describing a Penrose transform.
In the ineffective case, the unfolded field equations are still useful in many respects (in
particular for introducing nonlinear field interactions in a coordinate-independent way
[50]), but may be not particularly helpful for finding their explicit solutions.
There are two classes of models in higher-spin theory. The vector-like, that work in
any dimension [50] are ineffective in the sense that the structure of zero-forms is fairly
complicated requiring reductions and factorizations of ideals in certain noncommutative
spaces. For example, in [8] it was shown that, in the vector-like approach, Einstein and
Yang-Mills equations are unfolded in such a way that the corresponding zero-forms should
themselves satisfy the Einstein and Yang-Mills equations in T.
The spinor-like (or twistor-like) models are effective, operating with zero-forms valued
in unrestricted spaces of spinor variables like Y A. So far, these models have been for-
mulated at the nonlinear level only in three and four space-time dimensions (see [9] and
references therein). However, as has been argued in [4, 10, 16] models of this class are
likely to allow extension to the Sp(2M) case considered in this paper and, as a result, to
higher dimensions including d = 6, 10, 11.
9 Conclusions
We hope that this paper sheds light on the relation between unfolded dynamics and twistor
theory. The unfolded formulation is somewhat less restrictive, which means of course
that some of the methods of twistor theory may not be directly extended to unfolded
dynamics. For example, we have shown that the twistor-like description of Sp(8) invariant
field equations for massless fields requires a nontrivial extension of the standard twistor
approach. Interestingly enough, the current equation proposed in [22], which ensures
the current conservation in Sp(8) invariant field theories, belongs to the normal twistor
case of first order equations whose geometric meaning consists of the factorization of the
correspondence space to the twistor space.
The parallelism between unfolded dynamics and twistor theory goes far enough. In
particular, the unfolded dynamics approach effectively reformulates dynamical field equa-
tions in terms of g-modules where g is a Lie algebra where one-forms take their values (for
more detail see [8, 31, 21] and references therein). This definitely has a lot of similarity
with the general approach of [2]. In particular, dynamical content of unfolded equations
(independent fields, invariant differential operators, etc) is computed in terms of the so-
called σ− cohomology [30]. (For more detail see [4, 31, 15].) For example, the Sp(8)
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invariant equations (1.4) and (1.5) were derived by this method in [4]. We expect that
σ− cohomology should be related to the sheaf cohomology in twistor theory. We hope to
analyze this and other questions on the interplay between unfolded dynamics and twistor
theory in the future.
Another interesting problem for the future is to establish a formal correspondence of
the proposed BRST construction with the unfolded equations which should in some sense
be dual to each other. In particular, the unfolded formulation is also globally defined once
left invariant forms on the corresponding group manifold SpH(2M) are given. The latter
however can be directly read of the Lie vector fields on SpH(2M). This suggests that
there should be a direct way to relate the two approaches. Hopefully, the BRST approach
proposed in [42, 44] may be useful in this respect.
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